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_The 13th Conference of the Kuwait Dental Asso-
ciation took place from the 13th to the 15th of Janu-
ary 2007. This common dental congress put its em-
phasis on implantology. 

The board of the German Society of Dental Im-
plantology (DGZI) was represented by Dr Rolf
Vollmer. Dr Mazen Tamimi, board member of the
DGZI International, enriched the program by giving
a lecture.  

The conference proceeded in the festive hall of
the Kuwait Radisson SAS Hashimi II. Hashimi II is the
world’s biggest ballroom ever built.  

The DGZI had one stand at the fair. The interest
towards the German society of implantology itself
was huge, but it was also huge according to the op-
tions for further international training regarding
oral implantology. Dental implantology is a very fast
developing faculty, especially in the Gulf States.
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Therefore, dental chambers are making huge efforts to
prevent imposture and they want to make sure that only
highly qualified colleagues get a licence to insert im-
plants in the future. 

The interest in the long-lasting educational pro-
grams of the DGZI was very big. The representatives of
the DGZI spoke to various dental chambers and reported
about the experience they already have in Germany. For
their colleagues, it was quite interesting to realize that,

according to court decisions, implantology had to be the
main subject of the dental chambers. 

The local dental chambers intend to use the expe-
rience of other countries in order to prevent them
from making the same mistakes. The general ten-
dency in the Gulf States is about the invention of
rules that are similar to those in Saudi Arabia and, in
addition, they only want to admit those colleagues
into the field of implantology who are qualified.  
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Almost 500 participants surely regarded the 
13th Kuwait Dental Association Conference to be
quite a success. The DGZI representatives thanked
in particular Dr Hisham Abueljebean for his moving
efforts to introduce the DGZI in Kuwait and to take
care, as an honorary representative, of the organi-
sation and the distribution of the international
magazine of oral implantology in Kuwait. 

On the occasion of the 3rd German-Arab Dental

Meeting in Dubai, presidents of the dental cham-
bers of the Gulf States and neighbouring countries
are going to consult about the enlargement of the
cooperation with the DGZI. 

The DGZI wants to thank the Kuwait Dental Or-
ganisation and particularly Dr Ahmad Abdul Rah-
man Asad, Dr Ibrahim Ismail, Dr Taleb H. Al-Sarraf,
Dr Hasan Q. Khajah and Dr Hala M. Al-Bannay for
the excellent organisation and hearty welcome._


